Berry Beautiful Feet

Pamper your client’s with a luxuriously rich foot treatment containing decadent aromas of fresh picked raspberries and made with a blend of skin loving moisturizers and nature’s gentle buffers. Follow with a deeply hydrating, mineral rich rose mud from the Province region of France. Then massage to rejuvenate feet with a quenching, lightweight formula of sweet scented Pomegranate & Cranberry Massage Lotion.

Ingredients

- Berry Buff Sugar Body Polish .................................. 1/2 oz
- European Rose Mud ................................................... 1 oz
- Pomegranate & Cranberry Hydrating Massage Lotion ..................... 1/2 oz

Tools

- 3 Rubber Spa Bowls
- 4 hot, moist hand towels
- Plastic wrap

Instructions

1. Smooth Berry Buff Sugar Body Polish over the entire right foot. Apply in small circular movements - paying special attention to rough/callused areas. Repeat on the left foot. *

2. Remove the Berry Buff Sugar Body Polish with a hot, moist towel.

3. Warm European Rose Body Mud prior to application.

4. Apply the European Rose Body Mud to the entire right foot using small circular movements, repeat on left foot.

5. Cover both feet with plastic wrap and a bath sheet. Leave on for 5-10 minutes.

6. Remove European Rose Mud with a hot, moist towel.

7. Complete the treatment with a quick foot/lower leg massage using Pomegranate & Cranberry Hydrating Massage Lotion.

*Follow protocols in BIOTONE Spa Brochure

Session Time: 30 minutes
Recommended Price: $35 - $45
Cost Per Treatment: $4.71